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NHS Research

Approximately 1% of the population

OUH NHS Trust

Early phase clinical trials
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Ethical aspects
• The research objectives and underlying scientific rationale
must be strong
• Therapeutic intent is central
• Enrolment in an early phase clinical trial is an option
• The availability of tumor material at the time of enrolment
in an early phase trial will enable the maximal knowledge
to be obtained from the study
• The inclusion of ancillary/biological studies (tumor analysis
and pharmacodynamic (PD) studies) increases the scientific
value of early phase clinical trials, and thus, the future use
of the drug
• Information on PD biomarkers can be obtained
noninvasively or by blood sampling

Ethical aspects
• Experimental
• Outcomes unknown
• Based on pre-clinical data (single cell studies,
animal studies, biologic models)
• First in human
• Commercial v university sponsored
• Global v national > slot driven

Moreno et al Nature Reviews. Clinical Oncology; Aug 2017, 14(8): 497-507

OUH early phase trials
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Lymphoma

• Approximately 90 trials currently open across
oncology and hematology

Benefits v Risks

Hu-5F9G4

Benefits v Risks
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Risks

Baseline

Post C2
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Overall?
• At a median follow-up of 6.2 months among
patients with DLBCL and 8.1 months among
those with follicular lymphoma, 91% of the
responses were ongoing.

However this is just one trial
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The most important question

What are they consenting for?

What does this mean for sufferers?

2010+
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The therapeutic misconception
Patients entering early phase clinical trials often
operate under what has been termed the
therapeutic misconception, the mistaken notion
that the purpose of the trial is to benefit them
as individual patients, when, in fact, the primary
study objective is to determine the dose and
safety of a novel agent.

• Therapeutic misestimation
– Unknowingly ignore the facts

• Therapeutic optimism
– Knowingly ignore the facts

• Interviewed 45 patients enrolled in phase 1 or 2
oncology trials about their expectations of
therapeutic benefit and their reasons for those
expectations.
• Used a phenomenological, qualitative approach with
1 primary coder to identify emergent themes,
verified by 2 independent coders
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Questions
• ‘‘Out of 100 patients who participate in this study,
how many on average will have their cancer
controlled as a result of the therapy?’’ (Response
options: 0-100 patients)
– PROBE: What does it mean to be participating in a
study of a new experimental therapy?
– PROBE: What does ‘‘have their cancer controlled’’
mean to you?
– PROBE: What does ‘‘on average’’ mean?

Hope and Optimism
• Almost all participants, at least indirectly,
made reference to hope or optimism in
justifying their responses to queries about the
meaning of their numerical expressions
regarding expected therapeutic benefit

Questions
• How confident are you that the experimental therapy
will control your cancer?’’ (Response options: 0100%)1.
– 1. Pretend that you are helping someone else to answer
this question, and the person is not sure they understand
the question. To help the person understand, can you
rephrase this question in your own words?
– 2. Does this mean the same thing to you as the first
question I showed you?
• [If yes] So for you, this [confidence question] is just another way of
asking this [frequency question]?
• [If no] How are these 2 questions different?
• 3. What would your answer be to this [confidence] question?

Reasons?
• Optimism as a performative expression
• Entering the trial as part of a battle with
cancer
• Faith, whether in God, medicine or both
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Optimism as a performative expression

Battle

• That is, they believed that by thinking optimistic
thoughts and expressing this optimism to others they
would actually positively influence the likelihood of
experiencing individual benefit

• Even when facing a limited prognosis, many viewed
their expressions of high expected therapeutic
benefit as signs they were not quitters, would always
continue the battle, and would never lose hope.

Faith

Conforming to social expectations of
optimism

• Their faith expressions were of 2 types:
– Faith in a religious sense
– Faith in medicine.
– Expressions of faith in individual physicians or in the
medical profession or in science were far more common
than overtly religious expressions of faith.

• The model patient
• Described their expressions of faith and optimism
regarding the personal therapeutic benefit they
expected from the trial in a way that suggested they
were conforming to social expectations of how they
should behave
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Optimism despite realism

Altruism

• Almost all patients (42 of 45) reported a basic
understanding that the reason the trial was being
performed was because the true therapeutic benefit
to be expected in a population of cancer patients
receiving the study drug was unknown.
• They frequently, however, distinguished this realism
about the trial, from what they expected would
happen to them

• Although it was rarely the primary reason
participants gave for enrolling, most participants (30
of 45) spontaneously expressed an altruistic
motivation when asked about their beliefs and
expectations about the trial.

Ethical implications

Ethical implications

• Most patients were NOT confused about the
nature of their early phase study
• Classic misconceptions challenged:
– Failure of adequate disclosure by the investigator
– Failure of adequate comprehension

• The belief that personal will can effect a change in
the course of bodily disease, the conflation of hope
and optimism, and the notion that the medical
system embodies and defines the limits of hope are
all constructs of a particular historical moment in our
particular culture.

• Simply expressing faith and optimism
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Ethical implications

Challenges
• Consent – ?appropriate format

• BENEFIT
– Psychological defense mechanism

• RISK

–
–
–
–

Increasing number of early phase trials
Increasing number ‘immune’ side effects
Biomarker driven design
Accounting for therapeutic misconception

– Cognitive bias
– Vulnerable to coercion

“I think there's always that hope that by participating you'll
hopefully help yourself and help others.“

Summary
• Early phase trials are focused on the effects of
the drug not the effectiveness of the drug
• Increasing number of trials involving biomarkers
and immune therapies
• Overall we do not appear to be increasing the
cure rate*
• Risks versus benefits (individual)
• Most patients Acknowledge: facts & maintain
faith and optimism
• Protect vulnerable patients
• Consent should not be a single time point
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